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A BSTRACT
High-dimensional imaging is becoming increasingly relevant in
many fields from astronomy and cultural heritage to systems biology.
Visual exploration of such high-dimensional data is commonly facilitated by dimensionality reduction. However, common dimensionality reduction methods do not include spatial information present in
images, such as local texture features, into the construction of lowdimensional embeddings. Consequently, exploration of such data is
typically split into a step focusing on the attribute space followed by
a step focusing on spatial information, or vice versa. In this paper,
we present a method for incorporating spatial neighborhood information into distance-based dimensionality reduction methods, such as
t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE). We achieve
this by modifying the distance measure between high-dimensional
attribute vectors associated with each pixel such that it takes the
pixel’s spatial neighborhood into account. Based on a classification
of different methods for comparing image patches, we explore a
number of different approaches. We compare these approaches from
a theoretical and experimental point of view. Finally, we illustrate
the value of the proposed methods by qualitative and quantitative
evaluation on synthetic data and two real-world use cases.
Index Terms: Mathematics of computing—Dimensionality reduction; Human-centered computing—Visualization techniques;
Human-centered computing—Visual analytics;
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I NTRODUCTION

High-dimensional data is commonly acquired and analyzed in various application domains, from systems biology [26] to insurance
fraud detection [37]. Typically, high-dimensional data are tabular
data with many columns (or attributes), corresponding to the dimensionality per item but there are no connections between items.
Dimensionality reduction techniques like t-distributed Stochastic
Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [58] or Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [48] are well-established tools used
for exploratory visual analysis of such high-dimensional data [53].
Advances in imaging techniques have introduced an increasing number of imaging data modalities producing high-dimensional images
(every pixel represents a high-dimensional attribute-vector). Current
state-of-the-art dimensionality reduction methods are commonly
used for the explorative analysis of such imaging data, for example
in cultural heritage [2], biology [9], or geospatial applications [24].
However, they rely only on attribute data of pixels and do not take additional spatial information, such as texture, present in such imaging
data into account. Thus, in the resulting low-dimensional embeddings, the pixels are only arranged according to their individual
attributes (Fig. 1b), but do not provide any insight into texture,
neighborhoods or other spatial relations common in image analysis.
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Figure 1: Texture-aware dimensionality reduction. An image
(a) with black and white pixels forms multiple textures. Standard
distance-based dimensionality reduction produces one cluster of
black and one cluster of white pixels (b), a texture-aware version
should create clusters for the different textures (c).

The spatial configuration is, however, commonly of interest when
analyzing high-dimensional image data. For example, taking spatial neighborhood information into account, in addition to highdimensional attributes, has led to new discoveries in single-cell
biology [33]. Typical approaches to combine high-dimensional
attributes and spatial information, however, rely on a two-stage process: first, high-dimensional attributes are aggregated, for example
to classify pixels, then standard image analysis is performed on the
aggregate images. For example, Abdelmoula et al. [1] aggregate
the original attribute space of high-dimensional imaging data to
a three-dimensional space using t-SNE. They use the embedding
as a colormap and perform segmentation on the re-colored image.
Decoupling the high-dimensional and spatial analysis in such a
way has several downsides: Most importantly, boundaries between
clusters in an embedding are often not well defined, and as such
classification is ambiguous and has a level of arbitrariness. Issues
with inaccurate classification might appear undetected and lead to
wrong conclusions. Furthermore, if problems with the classification
become apparent in the spatial analysis, one has to go back to the
high-dimensional analysis and potentially loses all progress in the
spatial analysis. Moreover, the necessary aggregation in the first
step limits what is discoverable in the spatial analysis step. Therefore, we deem the integration of spatial information directly into the
dimensionality reduction desirable for exploratory analysis.
We present an approach to integrate spatial information directly
into the dimensionality reduction process with the goal to combine
attribute and spatial information in a single embedding (Fig. 1c).
Specifically, we propose to adapt the similarity computation, used in
distance-based dimensionality reduction, such as t-SNE, UMAP, or
Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS), to incorporate different spatial
neighborhood features. We exemplarily present different similarity computation methods for such neighborhood comparisons by
extending an existing classification [61] to high-dimensional images.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• incorporating texture information into distance-based dimensionality reduction for exploratory analysis of high-dimensional images through distance measures including image neighborhoods.
• the exemplary extension of t-SNE using different classes of neighborhood distance measures and their analysis.

2 R ELATED W ORK
Dimensionality reduction and high-dimensional images are wellresearched topics with a large body of work. In the following, we
aim to report the work most relevant to our contribution.
2.1 Explorative analysis of high-dimensional images
There is a multitude of approaches for visual exploration of highdimensional data [40]. A challenge when facing data that is additionally spatially resolved, is to effectively visualize spatial and
attribute characteristics in an integrated fashion. MulteeSum [49]
compares spatio-temporal gene expression data from fruit fly embryos by segmenting cells in the image and providing multiple
attribute summaries per cell. Another approach is to characterize
the data attributes in terms of specific features and represent them as
glyphs at their respective regions in space [11]. For multivariate volume data, high-dimensional transfer functions have been employed
in combination with standard volume rendering techniques [60].
Often, high-dimensional image data is visualized indirectly by
first extracting features that capture interesting data characteristics
and then displaying those [18, 32]. One such feature is texture. We
follow Haidekker’s definition of texture as "any systematic local
variation of the image values" [44] since it emphasises that texture
encodes spatially local relationships of pixel values. Texture feature
extraction is a broad, well-established field [29] but the extension
of single-channel texture features to multi-channel images is not
trivial. Typically, single-channel texture features are extracted for
each channel and concatenated to a feature vector. Multi-channel
texture features such as color co-occurrence matrices proposed by
Palm [50] are less common and engineering such features is an
ongoing process in the image processing community [54].
Dimensionality reduction has been used to create texture features [36] and explore texture databases [43] but such approaches
are generally out of the scope of this work.
2.2 Dimensionality reduction for high-dimensional images
Non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques such as t-SNE [58]
and UMAP [48] have become popular techniques to visualize and
explore high-dimensional data. These techniques have been applied
to high-dimensional imaging data without considering texture
information. Abdelmoula et al. [1] use t-SNE in a segmentation
pipeline for high-dimensional images. They embed pixels according
to their high-dimensional attribute values to a three-dimensional
space, followed by coloring the pixels by using the 3D embedding
coordinates as coordinates in the L⇤ a⇤ b color space. The resulting
color images are then used to aid the segmentation with the goal of
identifying tissue segments with similar properties, according to
the original attribute space. Recently, Evers et al. [14] followed a
similar approach to identify regional correlations in spatio-temporal
weather ensemble simulations with the main difference of using
MDS instead of t-SNE. Others combine dimensionality reduction
with segmented image data. Facetto [35] combines un- and semisupervised learning to aid in the visual analysis of high-dimensional
imaging data in the field of structural biology. After segmenting
cells and aggregating their corresponding attributes to features,
they use UMAP to display the cells according to their similarities.
ImaCytE [55] is a visual analysis tool for similar data that focuses
on the analysis of cell neighborhoods. Again, cells are segmented
and the attributes of pixels within the cells aggregated. Cells are
laid out according to their similarity in the attribute space using
t-SNE and the resulting information is used to analyze spatial
neighborhoods. All of these applications and tools make use of
standard dimensionality reduction methods that do not incorporate
spatial information and instead follow a two-step approach using
the results of either dimensionality reduction or spatial analysis as
input to the other. Instead, we directly include spatial information in
the dimensionality reduction process to reduce the number of steps
and potential points of failure in interactive analysis.

In the analysis of hyperspectral images, dimensionality reduction
is an important step for pixel classification. A common approach
to include spatial information relies on computing the first couple
of principal components of the high-dimensional data and then continuing with classic image processing methods that work on scalar
or color data to extract spatial neighborhood information [16, 20].
For example, morphological image processing techniques are used
to capture spatial structure in high-dimensional images [8]. Spatialspectral local discriminant projection [28] takes a more direct way
of combining spatial and spectral information into dimensionality
reduction by incorporating a weighting factor into the neighborhood
preserving embedding that represents the spectral similarity between
spatially neighboring pixels. However, this and similar hyperspectral image analysis methods [41] rely on training with ground truth
data, which is typically not available in exploratory data analysis.
Recently, Halladin-Dabrowska
˛
et al. [24] proposed a workflow using
t-SNE for cleaning ground truth data, however, they do not include
spatial neighborhood information in their embeddings.
A straightforward way to inform dimensionality reduction techniques of images about their spatial domain is to consider each data
point’s spatial location in the point similarity measure used during
the embedding. Spherical SNE [42] devises a similarity function
between data points in the style of bilateral filtering that weights
attribute distance with pixel location distance. This approach, however, does not capture the similarity of the local structure around the
compared points, which we aim for.
2.3

Multivariate graph visualization and embedding

Graph-based techniques are commonly applied to pattern recognition
and computer vision problems on imaging data [7]. For that, images
are interpreted as graphs, where each pixel is interpreted as a node
and neighboring pixels are connected by a link. Several techniques
for graph drawing aim to incorporate network structure and node
attributes exist [34] that might be helpful for our goals.
GraphTPP [21] focuses on a visual combination of node attributes
and connections in a 2D graph layout. First, principal component
analysis (PCA) is applied to the data using only the attributes. Then
links between nodes are overlaid on the resulting scatterplot. The
user can then manually reposition points according to their interpretation, and compute a new linear projection that best fits the
modified layout. GraphTSNE [39] aims to preserve graph connectivity and node attribute similarity. It does so by training a graph
convolutional network on a modified t-SNE loss that combines the
squared euclidean distance between node attributes and the shortestpath distance between the nodes on the graph. Their design seeks
to position two points close in the embedding either when their
attributes are similar or they are connected by an edge. Similarly,
MVN-Reduce [47] defines a distance measure between two nodes
as the sum of a node’s attribute distance and their weighted shortest
path distance on the graph. The resulting distances are used as input
to distance-based dimensionality reduction methods like MDS. The
Heterogeneous Network Embedding (HNE) framework [5] aims
to create embeddings that position data points with links closer
and those without further away from each other. Therein, a neural
network is trained with a loss function that builds on a similarity
term between point attributes that is weighted depending on their
respective node linkage.
Applied to an image, transformed into a graph, all the aforementioned approaches essentially combine the pixel location distance
(geodesic distances on the graph) with the attribute distance, not
dissimilar to what is described for the Spherical SNE [42] (Sect. 2.2).
In contrast, the goal of our proposed approach is to compare local
texture structures rather than absolute distances. Two pixels are compared by taking into account the structure of the high-dimensional
values in the spatial neighborhoods of the two pixels.
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Figure 2: Synthetic test image dataset with X ⇥Y = 32 ⇥ 32 and
C = 2. The distribution in attribute space (c) reveals four groups. We
use a 2D colormap (b) to color pixels in image space (a) according
to their attribute information.
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BACKGROUND

We will first define high-dimensional image data and spatial neighborhoods more rigorously in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. In
Sect. 3.3, we briefly introduce t-SNE as an example of distancebased dimensionality reduction methods.
3.1 High-dimensional image data
While, in general, dimensionality reduction methods can be applied
on other high-dimensional data sets as well, we focus on highdimensional, digital 2D images. Each pixel is an image element
at a unique location with an associated attribute vector. We can
formalize such an image as a discrete function f : X ⇥Y ! RC from
the spatial domain X ⇥Y ⇢ N2 to the attribute range RC . X and Y
are the sets of pixel coordinates that span the image domain along
its two dimensions while C is the number of attributes, or image
channels. A pixel is indexed with i = (xi , yi ) where 1  i  n and
n = |X ⇥Y |. Now, f (i) = gi yields the pixel’s high-dimensional
attribute vector at location i with gi = [gi1 , . . . , giC ].
We can also interpret such a high-dimensional image as a combination of several scalar images, each representing one channel of
the high-dimensional image. Therefore, we refer to the c-th channel
of the image with fc , where 1  c  C, such that fc = [g1c , . . . , gnc ]
denotes the values of the c-th channel for all pixels in the image.
Fig. 2 shows a synthetic toy-example of a ‘high-dimensional’
image with two attribute channels (i.e., C = 2). The spatial layout is
displayed in Fig. 2a with each pixel color coded according its two
attribute values using a 2D colormap (Fig. 2b). Fig. 2c shows a scatterplot of all attribute values. Four groups are clearly distinguishable
based on the attributes. In image space the four groups form eight
visually distinct regions, four group-homogeneous and four consisting of checkered patches. In Sect. 5, we use this image to showcase
the characteristics of our proposed approaches and compare it to a
standard t-SNE embedding.
3.2 Neighborhood definition
The notion of neighborhood is twofold for high-dimensional image
data: one can distinguish between neighbors in the spatial and the
attribute domain. We refer to the attribute neighborhood Ni C,k
of pixel i as the set of indices of the k pixels with the smallest
distances d to the attributes of pixel i:
Ni C,k =

k-arg min

j=(x j ,y j ), 1 jn

d(gi , gj ),

at i. With i = (xi , yi ), this results in the set of spatially-neighboring
indices

(1)

where k-arg min performs a selection of the k arguments in
{j = (x j , y j ) : 1  j  n} that yield the k smallest distances. Typically, the squared Euclidean distance is chosen as the distance
measure d(gi , gj ) = kgi gj k22 , but other distances like cosine or
Hamming distance are popular choices as well.
S,h
Next, we define the spatial neighborhood Ni . We consider
a square spatial neighborhood of M = (2 · h + 1)2 pixels centered

S,h

= {(xi + r, yi + s) :

h  r, s  h}.

(2)

We focus on two-dimensional, rectilinear spatial layouts for the sake
of simplicity, but in principle our method is trivially extendable for
data resolved in three spatial dimensions, i.e., multivariate volumetS,h
ric data: Ni
= {(xi + r, yi + s, zi + t) : h  r, s, t  h}.

3.3 t-SNE
Distance-based dimensionality reduction methods like LargeVis [56],
UMAP [48] and t-SNE [57, 58] all share a similar basic structure.
First, based on a distance measure in the attribute space, they construct a neighborhood graph that captures local neighborhoods. Then,
a low dimensional layout is produced, with the aim to represent these
neighborhoods as faithfully as possible; this process is guided by
optimizing a specific cost function. We will discuss our framework
using the example of t-SNE. While the same concepts are applicable
to all distance-based dimensionality reduction methods, we deem it
easiest to follow one specific example.
To create a low dimensional embedding as described above,
t-SNE uses a symmetric joint probability distribution P to describe
similarities between high-dimensional points. Likewise, a joint
probability distribution Q encodes the similarity of the corresponding low-dimensional points in the embedding space. Starting with
a random initialization of Q, the embedding points are iteratively
moved such that the distribution Q matches P well. This optimization process is guided by the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence that
measures the divergence of P and Q as cost function Cost(P, Q)
✓ ◆
n n
pij
Cost(P, Q) = KL(P, Q) = Â Â pij ln
,
(3)
q
ij
i j, j6=i

where the probability pij represents the similarity of two highdimensional data points gi and gj , and qij represent the similarity of
the two corresponding low-dimensional data points in the embedding. pij is symmetric and computed as
pij =

pi|j + pj|i
2n

(4)

,

where pj|i can be interpreted as the probability that the point gj is
in the neighborhood of the point gi in the attribute space. pj|i is
calculated using the distance measure d(gi , gj ) between the highdimensional points:
8
exp ( d(gi ,gj )/(2si2 ))
<
if j 2 Ni C,k
2
Â
C,k exp ( d(gi ,gk )/(2si ))
pj|i =
(5)
k2N
i
:
0
otherwise.
The number of nearest neighbors |Ni C,k | = 3j can be steered
with a user-defined perplexity j. The bandwidth si , in turn, is
determined based on the given perplexity value such that
j =2

Âj2N C,k pj|i log2 pj|i
i

.

(6)

4 T EXTURE -AWARE D IMENSIONALITY R EDUCTION
To incorporate spatial neighborhood information into lowdimensional embeddings, we propose a set of distance measures that
take the spatial neighborhood N S,h of pixels in high-dimensional
images into account. The distance between the attributes of two
attribute vectors d(gi , gj ) is thus replaced by a new texture-informed
distance ds (i, j, f , h) and the k nearest neighbors in Equation 5 will
be based on this new measure as well. Since we aim to compare
the spatial neighborhood of two pixel, it does not suffice to include
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Figure 3: Incorporating image texture information into dimensionality reduction by adapting the distance measure that defines pixel
similarity. High-dimensional image data is depicted in a data cube. Standard t-SNE compares pixels based on their attribute vectors only,
S,h
e.g., using Euclidean distance (left). We propose to also consider the spatial neighborhood Ni
of the pixels (right) and present different
approaches. Feature-based methods (FBM) derive texture features per channel (e.g., local histogram) or across channels (e.g, covariance
matrix) and compare those, while area-based method (ABM) (e.g., point cloud distance) compare sets of original attribute vectors directly.
their image coordinates or spatial distance; rather, it is necessary to
involve each pixel’s spatial local neighborhood. Essentially, we are
comparing image patches instead of single pixel values. All other
steps of the embedding process remain as they were.
4.1 Comparing image patches
In the following, we will present a number of texture-aware distance
measures ds . As the space of potential measures is vast, we will
focus on a few exemplary measures, following the classification
of distance measures for image patches introduced by Zitová and
Flusser [61]. In particular, they distinguish image patch comparison
into area-based methods (ABM) and feature-based methods (FBM).
ABM and FBM for image patch comparison differ in their approach to compute similarity scores. ABM directly work with the
pixel’s attribute values of the two image patches to compare. They
are sometimes called intensity-based instead, which might reflect
the immediate usage of the attribute values more aptly. In contrast,
FBM follow a two-step approach of first computing features for each
patch and then comparing those. ABM can be further categorized
into correlation-like methods (for example point cloud distances),
Fourier methods, mutual information methods, optimization methods [61]. We refer to Goshtasby [23] for an extensive overview
and discussion of area-based similarity and dissimilarity measures.
Likewise, there exists a rich body of literature discussing image
patch descriptors and appropriate feature matching methods used in
FBM [31, 38]. To note, most FBM extract various salient features
per image with the goal of matching the whole images. Such methods do not necessarily produce one feature value per pixel which
is desired for computing the pairwise distance between pixels as in
our case. More extensive and general discussions of ABM and FBM
can be found in [45, 61]. Here, we will present how to structurally
extend image patch comparison to high-dimensional images, and
will showcase t-SNE with exemplary methods for each category.
4.2 Application to high-dimensional images
Classically, both FBM and ABM are applied to grayscale or color
images but we work with high-dimensional images instead. Typical
ABM involve direct comparison of individual points and thus can
be applied to multi-channel data, by directly comparing the multidimensional points with any applicable metric. For FBM, a direct
extension of a single-channel feature to multi-channel data does not
always exist or a straightforward extension to multiple dimensions
suffers from problems. Consider, for example, local histograms.
They work well to summarize single-channel data, but as the number
of dimensions of the histogram reflects the number of channels in the

data, a local histogram for high-dimensional data would typically be
sparse due to the curse of dimensionality [3]. Therefore, in addition
to creating multi-dimensional features, we also consider computing
traditional one-dimensional features per channel and then compute
the distance between the resulting feature vectors.
In the following, we will present a point cloud distance, namely
the Chamfer distance, to showcase an area-based method. We use
channel-wise histograms as single-channel features and the more
general covariance matrix of the neighborhood values as a multichannel feature to provide examples for FBM. Fig. 3 illustrates the
concept behind the three approaches. An example of these methods
on synthetic data will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 5.1.
4.3

Feature-based methods

A wide range of image features exist and an adequate choice depends
on the application and the goal of the analysis [29]. It is out of the
scope of this paper to cover all possibilities. We focus on spatial
heterogeneity which has been successfully applied, for example, in
biomedical tumor analysis [10] or geo-spatial data analysis [17].
We investigate two texture features that capture local heterogeneity in scalar images. As a single-channel feature example, we
capture heterogeneity with local histograms per pixel and channel.
Histograms have been successfully used for texture synthesis [25]
and lend them-self well as texture features. But since local histograms do not adapt well to high-dimensional data, we use the
covariance matrix S and channel-wise means µ, roughly generalizing the histogram measure of dispersion, as a multi-channel
feature. Covariance information has as well been shown to be useful
texture information for texture synthesis in generative adversarial networks [19]. For FBM, the neighborhood distance becomes
f eat
ds (i, j, f , h) = ds (Th ( f , i), Th ( f , j)) with Th being the chosen
feature extraction operator that will depend on the use case and
neighborhood size parameter h.
It is worth noting that the approach of computing the features
separately per channel assumes independence between all channels fc , which is typically not the case. This means that in some
cases certain combinations of attribute values and texture features
cannot be distinguished. The covariance matrix feature (Sect. 4.3.2),
and point cloud distance-based, (Sect. 4.4), approaches do not have
this limitation since they use the full attribute space to measure the
distances.

4.3.1 Local histograms features
Local histograms are a common way to characterize texture in scalar
image processing. We compute one feature, i.e., the normalized
local histogram, per pixel and channel (confer the right side of
Fig. 3). The histogram of attribute values of channel c in the spatial
S,h
neighborhood Ni
is referred to as the vector h ic = [hic1 , . . . , hicB ],
where B is the total number of bins. All entries are normalized by
the total amount of pixels in the neighborhood. As the histogram
is represented as a vector, rather than a single scalar, this yields a
feature matrix per pixel:
Thist ( f , i) = [hhi1 , . . . , h iC ].

(7)

This means, to compute the distance between two pixels, we now
need to compare two vectors of histograms. We can interpret a
histogram as an estimate of a probability density function. As such,
we can choose one of the many distance functions defined between
probability distributions. One such distance is the quadratic form
(QF) distance [12], defined as
d QF (hhic , h jc ) = (hhic
B

=

Â

b,k=1

h jc )| A (hhic
abk (hicb

h jc )

(8)

hjcb )(hick

hjck ).

(9)

Here, A = {abk } with 0  abk  1 and abb = 1, enables attributing
a weight between bin indices, e.g., to take distance into account. We
use abk = 1 (| b k |)/B as proposed by Equitz et al. [12].
With the distance per channel in place, we can define a distance
f eat
ds for all channels as the sum of all channel-wise feature distances:
dshist (Thist ( f , i), Thist ( f , j)) =

C

Â d QF (hhic , h jc ).

(10)

c=1

4.3.2 Covariance matrix and means
A more general dispersion feature for multi-channel data are covariance matrices. We will use these in combination with channel-wise
mean values as an example for multi-channel features Tcov ( f , i) =
Si , µi ]. Each entry in Si = {sab } represents the variance between
[S
S,h
the attribute values within the spatial neighborhood Ni
of the
channels fa and fb ; the vector µi holds the mean values within the
same neighborhood per channel.
One measure that is suited for comparing our covariance matrix
feature is the Bhattacharyya distance [6]:
1
dsBhat (Tcov ( f , i), Tcov ( f , j)) = (µi
8
+
with S =

Sj
S i +S
2

1
ln
2

µ j )T S
p

1

(µi

det S
det S i det S j

µj )
!

(11)

S) denoting the determinant of a matrix S .
and det(S

4.4 Area-based methods
A straightforward example ABM is to interpret the attribute vectors
S,h
of pixels in the spatial neighborhood Ni
as a high-dimensional
point cloud, see Fig. 3. Instead of comparing explicit texture features,
we are now computing distances in the high-dimensional space defined by the data attributes directly. Point cloud distances have been
used to compare single-channel images [30] and many naturally
extend to higher dimensions since they are based around norms of
differences between attribute vectors. To stay consistent with the
previously-established notation, one can think of it as simply defining the feature as the data values in the spatial neighborhood without
S,h
any transformation, TPC ( f , i) = T i = {gj : j 2 Ni }, leading to a
T i , T j ).
point cloud distance d PC (T

Multiple distance measures between point clouds exist [11]. The
choice, which one to use, depends on the application that needs to
be addressed. A commonly used point cloud distance is the Chamfer
(pseudo-) distance [15]. Conceptually, to calculate this point cloud
distance d PC between the spatial neighborhoods of two pixels i and j,
S,h
for each point in the spatial neighborhood Ni
we find the closest
S,h
point in the other neighborhood Nj
with respect to a metric (e.g.,
squared Euclidean distance in our implementation) and average these
closest point distances. This yields:
T i, T j) =
dsPC (T

1
M
1
M

Â

min kgq

gp k22 +

Â

min kgq

gp k22

q2Ni S,h p2Nj
p2Nj S,h q2Ni

S,h

S,h

(12)

In comparison with other point cloud distances, like the closely
related Hausdorff distance, the Chamfer distance is more robust
against outliers in the neighborhoods. Unlike the max-min Hausdorff distance, here, we take the average of all point-wise minima
instead of their maximum. Supplemental Material S3 compares
several Hausdorff family distances for the previously introduced
toy-example image discussed in Sect. 5.
4.5 Computational complexity
The computational complexity for the presented approaches can be
split into two parts: first the feature extraction and second the actual
distance functions.
The histogram feature computation in our implementation scales
linearly with the number of spatial neighbors. For a single pixel and
channel, this yields the complexity for the local histogram feature
extraction: O(M), scaling linearly, only with the number of pixels
in the neighborhood M = (2 · h + 1)2 . The covariance matrix
feature calculation is dominated by the computational complexity
of a matrix multiplication between two matrices of size M ⇥ C,
namely O(CM 2 ).
The distance calculation is the more time-consuming step for the
presented methods. For the local histogram feature approach the QF
distance computation scales quadratically with the number of bins B,
which dominates its complexity in O(C B2 ). Covariance matrices
and mean comparison with the Bhattacharyya distance is more
expensive. Its computation involves matrix-vector multiplication
and determinant calculation. Using LU decomposition for the latter
yields O(C3 ).
Finally, the point cloud distance requires the computation of
all pairwise distances between the two neighborhoods. As a result, it’s complexity scales quadratically with the neighborhood
size O(C M 2 ). Note, that neighborhood-based dimensionality reduction methods, like t-SNE and UMAP, use the point distances to
construct k-nearest neighbor (knn) graph, which requires the computation of all pairwise distances for the whole dataset. Naively, the
knn graph construction would scale quadratically with the number
of pixels rather than the neighborhood. However, most modern implementations of t-SNE, and UMAP avoid quadratic complexity by
using approximated knn algorithms [48, 51], as do we, see Sect. 6.
We have also experimentally verified this analysis, showing that
the local histogram approach is the fastest and the Bhattacharyya
distance the slowest. The full data can be found in the Supplemental
Material S5.
4.6 Spatial weighting
So far, we treated all pixels in the spatial neighborhood uniformly. In
order to define specific patterns of interest within the neighborhood,
for example by assigning pixels further away from the center a
lower importance, we introduce a spatial weighting w. Weights are

(a) Standard t-SNE

(b) Local histogram

Covariance
(c) matrix and means

(d) Point cloud

Figure 4: Comparison of different embeddings of the synthetic image data shown in Fig. 2 using standard t-SNE (a) and the three presented
texture-aware approaches (b-d). We use the re-coloring approach introduced in Fig. 2 to indicate embedding structure in image space. Here, we
use the 2D embedding coordinates to index the colormap shown in (a). As a result, pixels that are close in the embedding space have similar
colors in image space.
consistent with respect to the center i of a neighborhood, which
implies that a pixel position p receives the weight: w(i p).
For the histogram features, spatial weights with Â w = 1 can be
included in the histogram construction by scaling pixel attributes by
the weight. Weights can be introduced into the covariance matrix
and mean computation as detailed in the Supplemental Material S1,
where we also cover the integration into the Chamfer point cloud
distance. A two-dimensional Gaussian kernel is a natural weighting
choice as it assigns smoothly decreasing importance to pixels further
away from the neighborhood center.
5 A PPLICATION ON SYNTHETIC DATA
To illustrate some of the properties of the different approaches,
presented in Sect. 4.3 and Sect. 4.4, we created a simple synthetic
image data set, shown in Fig. 2. The image consists of 32 ⇥ 32
pixels, with two attribute channels, separating the pixels into four
groups (Fig. 2c). As seen in Fig. 2a the spatial layout includes four
homogeneous regions in the center and checkered patches around
them, each constructed by alternating 2 ⇥ 2 pixel blocks of two
different classes.
Fig. 4 shows a standard t-SNE embedding of the synthetic data
set as well as embeddings using the three described methods. All
four embeddings were computed using a perplexity of 20 and 1, 000
gradient descent iterations. For the three texture-aware approaches
we considered a uniformly weighted 3⇥3 neighborhood. To indicate
structure derived from the t-SNE embedding in image-space without
clustering, we use a simple re-coloring previously shown by Höllt
et al. [27]. In short, 2D coordinates derived from the embedding
are added to each pixel. The pixel is then assigned a color by using
these coordinates as a lookup into a 2D colormap. As a result,
pixels that are close in the embedding space, and thus are similar
according to the used distance metric, will have a similar color in
the image representation. We use t-SNE as an example throughout
the paper, similar embeddings using UMAP and MDS can be found
in Supplemental Material S2.
Standard t-SNE (Fig. 4a) separates the pixels into four groups,
one per class, with some small scale structure within each class,
introduced by noise in the data. However, the embedding does
not give any insight into the spatial layout of the four classes. In
particular, the pixels of each class positioned in the checkerboard
pattern cannot be distinguished from pixels of the same class in the
central homogeneous regions.
Fig. 4b, shows the embedding and re-coloring using the Local
histograms and QF distance. We
pdefined the number of histogram
bins using the Rice rule: B = d2 3 Me = 5, with the neighborhood
size M = 3 ⇥ 3 = 9. The resulting embedding is somewhat less
clear than the standard t-SNE one, consisting of only three major
clusters, however, with more structure within those clusters. The
four homogeneous areas in the center show up in separated areas in
the embedding (arrows), indicated by their individual colors. These

regions are loosely connected to larger regions in the embedding
containing the pixels from the checkerboard regions. Notably, the individual two classes forming a checkerboard region do form separate
regions within the larger clusters to some degree. However, pixels of
the same class in two different checkerboard regions, for example,
pixels of with small values in both channels (Fig. 2), which are
present in both checkerboards on the left image half, are separated,
as indicated by the blue-ish and orange-ish colors.
The result of our approach using the covariance matrix and
means feature can be seen in Fig. 4c. We can clearly identify nine
separate clusters in the embedding. The four homogeneous regions
correspond to the four small clusters on the bottom of the embedding,
while the four larger clusters represent the four checkerboard regions,
as indicated by the recolored image. The ninth cluster corresponds to
the boundaries between the checkered regions. Again, the homogeneous areas are separated from the checkered but with much sharper
boundaries. Different from the previously described approaches,
however, each checkered area is recognized as a single cluster in
the embedding, meaning that the checkerboard pattern is not visible
anymore in the re-colored image. In an exploratory visual analysis
setting, this would facilitate the selection and further analysis of
regions with specific spatial neighbourhood characteristics.
The Point cloud distance approach, here specifically using the
Chamfer distance, yields a similarly straightforward partitioned
embedding in Fig. 4d. Again, all four homogeneous image patches
are separately clustered as well as the checkered regions. The borders
between the different regions now also created individual clusters in
the middle of the embedding.
To quantitatively analyse the approaches, we compute the knearest neighbor hit, as described by Espadoto et al [13]. The
average neighbor hits for 63-nearest neighbors in embedding space
are 77.9% (point cloud distance), 79.4% (Bhattacharyya distance)
and 80.4% (QF distance) whereas the standard t-SNE embedding
yields 35.1%. While the point cloud and Bhattacharyya distance
result in a higher neighbor hit for small neighbor numbers, their quality decreases slightly faster for larger numbers than the QF distances
hit. See Supplemental Material S0 and Fig. 8b in Supplemental
Material S2 for full details.
5.1 Discussion
All three presented texture-aware approaches are able to distinguish
between several spatial arrangements of the high-dimensional image.
A drawback of local histogram features is the number of bins
as an additional hyperparameter. Since there is no obvious choice
for a good setting, the user has to fall back to heuristically setting
this value. Further, in the scope of this work, we only discuss
the QF distance for comparing histograms. Other distance measures are available and would likely produce different results. As a
per-channel feature-based approach the local histograms implicitly
assume channel independence. Thus, they cannot capture multi-

dimensional texture patterns. Using multidimensional histograms
instead of a 1D histogram per channel might be able to capture such
patterns. However, such an approach would drastically increase
computational complexity. The histogram size grows exponentially
with the number of dimensions, quickly making storing histograms
and computing distances infeasible. Further, such histograms are
in danger of quickly becoming very sparse and as such would not
provide a useful basis for comparison anymore.
The covariance matrix feature can capture multiple attribute dimensions without requiring channel independence with the same
goal of comparing the distribution of values within the defined neighborhood. However, instead of comparing all individual values, they
are represented in an approximate way based on the assumption that
the values are Gaussian distributed. The point cloud distance does
not make this assumption and compares all attribute vectors to each
other. If we compare the covariance matrix feature with the point
cloud distance results, the most prominent difference between the
embeddings is how they treat the borders between cluster regions.
When data has a bi-modal distribution in a channel, the Gaussian assumption in the covariance feature does not reveal this case, whereas
the point cloud distance would.
An advantage of the FBM methods is that they produce features that can aid the interpretation of structure in the resulting
embeddings. Visualizing those features in combination with the
embeddings is an interesting avenue for future work.
The spatial weights as introduced in Sect. 4.6 and spatial neighborhood size h affect the approaches to different degrees. See
the Supplemental Material S4 for a brief overview of different neighborhood sizes and spatial weights. For example, the Chamfer point
cloud distance produces very similarly clustered embeddings for several neighborhood sizes and is — with respect to the synthetic data
set — not much affected by radially decreasing spatial weights for
this example. Meanwhile, using the histogram feature, the checkered
pixels are clustered differently when weights are applied.

based method and the covariance matrix feature exemplarily as a
multi-channel feature-based method. The Bhattacharyya distance
comes with a high computational cost for high large channel numbers, hence the usage of the point cloud distance for the hyperspectral
image example and the covariance matrix feature for the systems
biology use case.
7.1 Hyperspectral imaging
Similar to digital photography, hyperspectral imaging captures bands
of the electromagnetic spectrum. Instead of only three channels for
red, green, and blue in digital photography, hyperspectral imaging captures hundreds of narrow spectral bands at the same time,
each corresponding to a channel in the output image. This spectral signature can be used to recognize materials or objects in the
image. To fully exploit the information in hyperspectral images,
spatial relations between the high-dimensional pixels need to be
considered [20].
Here, we present a use case, based on the Indian Pines data
set [4]. The data set is an established reference hyperspectral image
obtained by airborne visible/infrared imaging spectrometry, covering
220 adjacent spectral bands, of which 200 are typically used (after
discarding 20 water absorption bands that do not contain useful
information). We consider a 145 ⇥ 145 pixel cutout of the data set,
known as Site 3. This subset of the data is one of three ‘intensive’ test
sites and thus has been well documented. A ground truth (Fig. 5e),
providing labels indicating ground usage, such as fields, grassland,
or houses for all pixels is available for the data set. We use this
ground truth data to verify that the structure in our embeddings is
meaningful; however, it must be noted that in explorative analysis
such a ground truth is not available and information would need to
be derived from the embedding structure. Each pixel in the data set
maps to a 20 ⇥ 20 meter area on the ground. The 200 channels of
this cutout cover wavelengths range from to 400-1300 nm in roughly
9-10 nm steps.
We computed embeddings using standard t-SNE (Fig. 5a) and our
texture-aware t-SNE using the Chamfer point cloud distance with
a 5 ⇥ 5 neighborhood (Fig. 5c). To provide a better baseline than
standard t-SNE, we applied a Gaussian filter to each channel of the
original image data and derived a standard t-SNE embedding from
the filtered image (Fig. 5b). A Gaussian filter applies smoothing
to an image by convolving it with a Gaussian kernel. Thus in the
resulting image every pixel is a combination of a small neighborhood, providing a straightforward way of incorporating some spatial
neighborhood information. We computed all embeddings using a
perplexity of 30 and 5, 000 gradient descent iterations. In Fig. 5, we
color-code the ground truth labels on each embedding to indicate
how well the structure in the embedding corresponds to structure in
the images.
The embedding based on the Chamfer point cloud distance shows
more structure than the other two embeddings. Notably, the colored
points, corresponding to the labels of the ground truth, form more
clearly distinguished clusters (see, for example, the orange points in

6 I MPLEMENTATION
We implemented the described distance measures as an extension
for the open-source t-SNE implementation in HDI [51, 52], where
we use HNSW [46] with our custom distance functions to create the
approximated k-nearest neighbor graph. The framework is implemented in C++ and OpenGL for GPU-based calculations; a Python
wrapper is provided as well. Our library is available as open-source
on GitHub [59].
7 U SE CASES
Here, we illustrate the application of the presented approaches
for visual data exploration using two use cases. The first use
case (Sect. 7.1) describes the exploration of hyperspectral images,
commonly used in geospatial analysis. For the second use case
(Sect. 7.2), we applied our method to imaging mass cytometry data,
a method that is recently gaining attention in systems biology. We
use the Chamfer point cloud distance as an example for an area-
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Figure 5: Indian Pines: Comparison of texture-aware and standard t-SNE embeddings. Embeddings using standard t-SNE (a), standard
t-SNE applied after Gaussian filtering (b), and our point cloud based t-SNE (c). A manually annotated map and ground truth labels are shown
in (d) and (e), respectively. Points in the embeddings are colored, according to ground truth labels for a qualitative comparison of embedding
structure. Finally, we show the ration of k-nearest neighbors in embedding space with the same ground truth label for different k in (f). Note,
that for an exploratory use-case no ground truth is available and we only show it here to illustrate the properties of the embeddings.
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Figure 6: Imaging mass cytometry. A false coloring image of a lung tissue sample gives an idea of the tissue structure in (a) with the
granuloma enclosed by the dashed line. Embeddings derived using standard t-SNE (b), and texture-informed embeddings using the covariance
matrix and Gaussian weighting with a 3 ⇥ 3 (c) and 7 ⇥ 7-sized (d) neighborhood are shown in combination with recolored images to indicate
embedding structure in image space.
the insets of Fig. 5). The other two embeddings show many clusters
containing points belonging to multiple regions. Most notably is the
weak separation of the background, unlabeled points (light gray) in
Figs. 5a and 5b, compared to the coherent, strongly separated groups
in the point cloud-based embedding (Fig. 5c).
This visual impression is reinforced by a quantitative analysis
using the neighborhood hit [13], the average ratio of k-nearest neighbors in embedding space with the same ground truth label. Fig. 5f
shows the neighborhood hit for the first 100 nearest neighbors. The
point cloud distance approach yields a significantly higher hit for
all k-nearest neighbors than both standard t-SNE and the Gaussian
filtering approach.
Fig. 5d shows the original hand-drawn annotations overlaid on the
individual fields taken from the ground-truth data. The arrow points
at an aisle dividing two parts of a field that was given in the manual
annotation but was lost in the ground truth. In our point cloud-based
embedding, we could identify a cluster (arrow in Fig. 5c) corresponding to this aisle and an unlabeled area next to it. The yellow area
in Fig. 5d indicates the pixels corresponding to that cluster, which
illustrates the ability to distinguish structure, even beyond the ground
truth, in the case of the embedding using the point cloud distance.
Hereby, we illustrate the usefulness of combining spatial information
with the full attribute space for exploration purposes. While there
exist clusters in the other two embeddings that partially correspond
to the aisle, they also contain pixels from areas in different regions
(see Fig. 20 in Supplemental Material S6 for an example).
In summary, our point-cloud embedding outperforms the other
two with respect to the exploration of spatially continuous, meaningful regions. More examples for similar behaviour, for instance
that a specific field is well captured in a single cluster of the pointcloud embedding but divided between multiple clusters in the other
embeddings, are shown in Fig. 21 in Supplemental Material S6.
7.2 Imaging mass cytometry
Imaging mass cytometry [22] is a recent imaging modality used
to study cellular biology. Imaging mass cytometry simultaneously
captures the expression of up to 50 different proteins in tissue by
ablating tissue sections spot-by-spot. Combining the resulting measurements in a regular grid results in a high-dimensional image,
where the pixel position corresponds to the position in the tissue and
the channels to the different measured proteins. Visual analytics and
exploratory analysis based on dimensionality reduction is used in
practice for the analysis of imaging mass cytometry data, as for example presented by Somarakis et al. [55]. They present a multi-step
approach where cells are segmented, followed by aggregating highdimensional profiles per cell. These are then used to identify cell
types using dimensionality reduction and the resulting classification
is the basis for exploration of local neighborhoods of cells.

For this use case, we consider a tissue sample from a mammalian
lung provided by collaborating researchers. The image measures
272 ⇥ 374 pixels, each pixel represents a 1 µm area, and we consider ten attribute channels, corresponding to ten different proteins
describing immune cells and structural properties. Fig. 6 shows an
RGB re-coloring of the sample, mapping red, green, and blue channels to one of three structural proteins each, to give an impression of
the tissue layout.
Fig. 6b shows a standard t-SNE embedding and re-colored following the same re-coloring scheme as in Fig. 4. Figs. 6c and 6d show
texture-aware embeddings based on the covariance matrix feature
and Bhattacharyya distance. We used two different neighborhood
sizes, 3 ⇥ 3 in Fig. 6c and 7 ⇥ 7 in Fig. 6d to show structures on
different scales in the image. For both, we make use of a Gaussian
spatial weighting. All embeddings were computed with a perplexity
of 30 and 5, 000 gradient descent iterations to ensure convergence.
Our collaborators are interested in the composition of cell structures called granuloma, indicated in Fig. 6, and their surrounding
cells. A granuloma is an agglomeration of immune cells, typically
to isolate irritants or foreign objects. Current analysis pipelines separate the analysis of the high-dimensional attribute data and spatial
layout of the cell data [55]. Our collaborators stated that it would be
useful to combine these two steps for early data exploration.
In the re-colored image in Fig. 6b we can see that the granuloma as
a whole is already differentiated from the rest of the image, indicated
by a bright orange area with mint green, purple, and blue inclusions.
The bright orange indicates a combination of proteins, characteristic
for a specific set of immune cells (macrophages) which are expected
in the center of the granuloma. It is known that the area around a
granuloma is made up of layers comprising of said macrophages and
different combinations of other immune cells. The structure of these
cell layers and interaction of cells within and between adjacent layers
is subject of current research. Hints of this changing composition
can be seen in Fig. 6b where the center largely consists of mintgreen inclusions which slowly change to purple and blue inclusions
towards the outside. A first hypothesis when analysing the given
tissue was that these layers are similar all around the granuloma.
Comparing the small-scale texture-aware embedding and recolored image in Fig. 6c, we get a similar impression with a brightpurple colored area with some inclusions defining the granuloma.
Note, that the colors are not directly comparable due to the heuristic nature of t-SNE and the different structures of the embeddings.
However, we already see some hints at larger scale structure. The
central area of the granuloma (consisting of many blue (mint in
Fig. 6b) inclusions) and the outer layers are now separately colored
in a deep pink and orange, respectively, indicating separation in
the embedding. Individual cells can still roughly be identified, for
example the blue and purple patches within and around the structure.

Finally, using a larger neighborhood as in Fig. 6d clearly creates
areas of similar color, corresponding to higher-level structures. This
is expected as the neighbourhood is enlarged. Here, no individual cells are recognizable anymore. The granuloma as a whole is
clearly recognizable by a pink to orange area, but in addition a clear
layering structure is visible. The granuloma center is a relatively
homogeneous dark pink area. Around the granuloma, we can see
the layering of structures in different shades of orange to a greenish
tone on the far outside, following the colormap applied to the embedding from bottom to top on the left side (arrow Fig. 6d). Upon
inspection of this texture-aware embedding our collaborators were
very interested in these layers surrounding the granuloma center and
how clearly they were identifiable in Fig. 6d, hereby eliminating the
need for a multi-step approach which was typical for their work flow.
They also noted that the layer structure was more varied than they
expected which they intend to study further and verify that this is
indeed consistent across biological replicates.
8 C ONCLUSION
We have presented a framework of texture-aware dimensionality
reduction for visual exploration of high-dimensional images and
illustrated its potential through examples based on t-SNE and three
different texture-aware distance metrics. The generated embeddings
combine attribute similarity with spatial context, and, thereby, support the exploration of high-dimensional images. Our method adapts
the point similarity calculation of distance-based dimensionality
reduction methods by taking the spatial nature of images into account. We presented two classes of approaches for comparing spatial
pixel neighborhoods and extended them to high-dimensional images:
Feature-based methods (FBM), extracting and comparing features of
neighborhoods, and area-based methods (ABM), applying distance
measures between the sets of attributes within the neighborhoods
directly. We have shown strengths and weaknesses of the different
approaches, illustrated them in a synthetic example and presented
their applicability via two use cases.
The presented method opens several avenues for future work. We
focused on images, i.e., structured, rectangular grids. Extensions to
unstructured grids, common in geographic information systems, or
graphs are thinkable. While we show several examples of different
neighborhood sizes, we did not investigate this parameter in-depth.
Using varying neighborhood sizes might reveal spatial structures
that are only present at a specific scale. Another interesting avenue
might be to investigate the potential of other feature extraction methods, like Markov random field texture models or neural network
approaches to capture domain-specific texture characteristics when
training data is available. Additionally, visualizing the extracted
features alongside the embeddings is an interesting idea in itself.
In this work, we have shown that texture-aware dimensionality
reduction methods can provide insights into high-dimensional images that cannot be captured with standard dimensionality reduction
methods alone. Thus, we believe that they will prove to be a valuable
addition to the tool box for high-dimensional data analysis.
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